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I am not laying down the above conditions out of any arrogance or the feeling that I am indispensable. I 

am doing it keeping in my mind the public interest as well as my personal interest. In my opinion the 

administration will not be able to deliver the goods unless the above conditions are fulfilled. It will be a 

tragedy for Bihar if the administration headed by the present CM, also fails. Public interest demands that 

everything possible should be done to prevent that. My personal interest is that I shall lose whatever 

reputation I have if I agree to serve as Chief Secretary without adequate authority to play an effective role. 

If the conditions prevailing in Bihar during the last few years are allowed to continue even a superman will 

nor he able to deliver the goods. And of course I am no superman.   Extract from letter of Sri PS Appu, 

Chief Secretary to the Chief Minister dated 19/7/1977. 

 

No.PER/381/OSD/DPAR/DEM/2014                                                                       22nd Nov 2014 

Sub: My ultimate letter to the Hon’ble Chief Minister Sri Siddaramaiah demanding action 

on all my letters directly given to him and through other senior IAS officers since May 

2013, failing which, the Hon’ble Chief Minister himself would have to face criminal 

proceedings  under various criminal laws for consciously continuously abetting corrupt 

officers to criminally conspire to  obstruct me from discharging my present duties to cover 

up one another’s corrupt and criminal acts,  and for allowing them to criminally harm me 

in all manners . 

  
Ref: 1. My letters dated 5th June 2013, 23rd Jan 2014, 9th July 2014, 28th Oct 2014 directly 

addressed to Hon’ble Chief Minister requesting him to address the criminal obstructions 

faced by me in discharging my official duties and cautioning about the corrupt IAS mafia 

2. My many letters since 15th May 2013 addressed to various senior officers(including the 

Chief Secretary, the Principal Secretary, DPAR, the Principal Secretary/ACS, CM 

Secretariat) requesting them to bring my letters to the notice of the Hon’ble Chief Minister 

3. My letter dated 19th Nov 2014 demanding 1.Demanding Sri Kaushik Mukherjee, the 

shameless corrupt Chief Secretary, to withdraw the permission given to sue me to the 

corrupt Sri Mir Anees Ahmed, IAS based on his letter dated 12th June  2008 he had sent 

to the then Chief Secretary against me. 2. Sri Kaushik Mukherjee must also tender 

apology to me by issuing a press note before 5 pm today. 3. The Order posting Sri Mir 

Anees Ahmed as Special Deputy Commissioner must be withdrawn today only if the 
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Hon’ble Chief Minister really wants action against land grabbers. 4. To give permission to 

sue Sri Meer Anees Ahmed, IAS and others who assisted him  

4. News reports which have appeared  in various newspapers about Government granting 

permission to Sri Mir Anees Ahmed, IAS to sue me based on his  confidential letter dated 

12th June 2008 against me as Member, KAT though I was working as Administrator, 

CADA till Oct 2008 and reported to KAT only on 20th Oct 2008. 

5. My many letters/notes given to various authorities from Oct 2008 to August 2009 

documenting the  innumerable corrupt and criminal acts in KAT Registry when Sri Mir 

Anees Ahmed  was  the Registrar, KAT(I had documented these when I worked as a 

Member, Karnataka Appellate Tribunal from Oct 2008 to Aug 2009) 

6. My many letters addressed to various authorities since 2004 about the corrupt IAS mafia 

(many are available at http://depenq.com  ) 

 

Hon’ble Chief Minister, 

 

I have addressed this letter to you in English though I would have preferred to write in Kannada 

as I have always done whenever I have addressed letters directly to you. I will try my best to send 

a Kannada version of this letter at the earliest. In view of the nature of the subject I request you 

to not to ignore this letter just because it is written in English. At the outset, I also offer my 

sincere apology for writing this letter in this manner. The letter reflects the harsh situation 

I am forced to face and in no way written with an intention to show disrespect to anyone. 

 

2.  In the larger interest of proper governance of Karnataka, I request you to read this letter in full 

though it is lengthy. While ignoring what I have been directly writing to you and accepting what 

the corrupt IAS mafia surrounding you is advising ,  your frequent statement to the public that 

action would be taken against the corrupt, land grabbers, etc, however powerful they may be, 

does not carry the required conviction as frequently honest officers reporting corrupt practices at 

high level are invariably subjected to extreme harassment. Considering the fact that all my 

many efforts to get help from you by directly writing to you and through other officers 

have failed, I would like to humbly remind you that not taking action even on this letter is 

bound to directly extremely adversely affect you. 

 

3. The quotation I have given at the beginning of this letter has been taken from the letter written 

by late Sri PS Appu when he was Chief Secretary of Bihar to his Chief Minister. The context of 

that letter was that the Chief Minister of Bihar broke the promise he had given to Sri PS Appu at 

the time of appointing him as Chief Secretary that he would not interfere when he takes action 

against the corrupt.  This happened in 1978 and what happened subsequently to Bihar till recently 

is known to everyone. After quitting his post as Chief Secretary, Sri PS Appu joined as the Director 

of Academy at Mussourie. When I joined the IAS in 1981 as a probationer, Sri PS Appu , who 

http://depenq.com/
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was one of the most senior officers in the country resigned from Service when his 

recommendation to dismiss an IAS probationer for his extreme criminal misconduct was not 

accepted by the Government to India  . As this happened within a few months after I joined the 

IAS, I got a message then itself as to what I should be doing if I have to remain honest and 

continue in the Service. This made me to take up directly corruption in particular by senior officers 

with Chief Secretaries since 1985. Till 2005, while most of the Chief Secretaries acted on my 

inputs, none harassed me for reporting such things, except on a few occasions temporarily not 

giving postings suitable to my grade. All these drastically changed since 2006 and has been well 

documented by me. Reporting corrupt practices to those who should be taking necessary 

action itself has not only become a serious crime but as has happened even appears to 

be deserving to be sued. Information regarding threats and attempts on my life are available in 

the office of the Hon’ble President of India, in the office of the Hon’ble Governor of Karnataka, 

the Registrar General of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, the Registrar General of Hon’ble 

High Court of Karnataka, DPAR, DoPT, CBI, CVC, the Cabinet Secretary, the PMO, Home 

department (GOI and GOK), the Lokayukta, National and State Human Rights Commissions and 

the Parliamentary Committee on whistle-blowing.  It is unfortunate that you have been kept in 

total dark about all these by the corrupt IAS mafia surrounding you.   The fall of Karnataka 

has been dramatic since 2004 to become the most corrupt State in the country is also known to 

everyone.  Though IAS officers take credit for everything, it is unfortunate that none of the Chief 

Secretaries and other senior officers since 2004 are held responsible for bringing such an 

ignonimity to Karnataka. The harassment, humiliation and obstructions faced by me in 

discharging my duties is a reflection of this rapid degradation of the bureaucracy managed 

by IAS in Karnataka. The Rule of Law of the corrupt IAS mafia now is to protect only 

corrupt officers and punish any honest officer who tries to expose them. Under such 

circumstances who needs a Departmental Enquiry Manual based on true laws of the land? 

The abnormal efforts I have been forced to make to bring out a partial Manual in spite of 

such stiff resistance holds a mirror to the temporary triumph of the brazen methods 

indulged into by the corrupt IAS mafia. I did not stop exposing the corrupt IAS mafia even 

at the expense of my career and image which is also now well documented. 

 

4.  It is extremely unfortunate that I have to write this letter in this manner to a Chief Minister 

which no IAS officer in the history of IAS would have written. It is extremely disgusting to place 

on record the fact that I am forced to write such a letter when the Chief Secretary and all senior 

officers went out of the way to support an officer like Sri Meer Anees Ahmed, whose involvement 

to help the land mafia was well documented by me from October 2008 to August 2009 and given 

to the government. In fact, in my letter dated 27th November 2008, I had quoted the following 

from a judgment of the Hon’ble High Court mentioning that after I joined KAT on 20th Oct 2008, I 

also observed in a very large number of cases matching the observations made by the Hon’ble 

High Court: 
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“Available lands are grabbed by the powerful and greedy person and the like at the cost of 
community even where there is absolute need for marinating such lands as gomal lands and to 
ensure that they sub-serve the common interest of the community.  Without any application of 
mind or thought and at the behest of greedy political bosses, bureaucrats threw to winds the 
relevant statutory provisions, subvert the provisions and virtually sell away Gomal lands in the 
guise of granting of lands.” 

 

5.   When I went deeper into this issue, I found that the KAT Registry was directly in nexus with 

the land mafia and was indulging in serious manipulation of documents. Repeated directions 

given by my bench to the Registrar, KAT to set right things was not complied at all  by the 

Registrar  becomes clear from my subsequent letters addressed to the Chief Secretary till 10th 

August 2009. My letters dated 13 th Nov 2014, 18th Nov 2014 and 19th Nov 2014 recently given 

contain a few extracts only from some of my such letters.  

 

7.  It is unfortunate that the permission was given at lightning speed to such a corrupt officer to 

sue me by deliberately ignoring my innumerable documentary evidences about the involvement 

of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed to help the land mafia when he was Registrar, KAT. It is relevant to 

mention here that the Chief Secretary deliberately ignored even my letter dated 18th November 

2014 addressed the Editor, The New Indian Express, a copy of which was received by him much 

before the conspiracy to allow Sri Meer Anees Ahmed to sue me began. The Chief Secretary, 

ACS working in your office Sri DN. Narasimha Raju and the officers working in DPAR deliberately 

ignored the fact that on 12th June 2008 I was in Belgaum working as Administrator, CADA. They 

also deliberately suppressed innumerable letters written by me about the collusion of Registry in 

KAT with the land mafia which I have documented extensively and given  to the government. It 

is extremely painful to place on record that if you had acted on even a single letter given 

by me directly or through other senior IAS officers since 15th May 2013, then, a situation 

in which a very corrupt officer like Sri Meer Anees Ahmed getting emboldened to indulge 

in such heinous acts would not have been possible. As I had direct knowledge and also had 

documented the corrupt ways of functioning of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed, being a very senior officer 

in the government, it was my duty to inform you through the Chief Secretary and other officers, 

the extreme unsuitability of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed for the post specially created for recovery of 

grabbed government lands.  I would also like to remind you that not only the purpose for 

which I have been given my present posting demands such an action by me but even the 

anti-corruption pledge which you yourself administered and I also took on the first day of 

the Vigilance Awareness week, 27th October 2014, demand that I should unstintingly take 

action to prevent corruption in all spheres of life. Even my Service Rules demand that I 

should not keep quiet about corruption of which I have direct knowledge. Even the 

Whistleblower’s Protection Act (for the enactment of which I put all my efforts since 1991 

till the last hour on the day of passing the Bill in the Rajya Sabha on  21st Feb 2014) makes 

it a criminal offence not to caution those involved in preventing corrupt acts. I would like 
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to mention here that our laws make even ordinary citizens withholding such an 

information a crime. Only a corrupt group of IAS officers can ignore all such things and 

give deliberately wrong advice to approve to sue me instead of advising you to cancel the 

posting order and appreciate my efforts for timely cautioning with evidences about the 

total unsuitability of the officer for such an important post. 

 

8. As I had immediately reacted in writing, Sri Kaushik Mukherjee was fully aware of the fact that 

I did not give information to any media but on the other hand had indicated that it had been 

done by one of the ACS who also had received copies of my letter. Another news item which 

appeared in the Indian Express on 19th November 2014 clearly mentioned that it had accessed 

the letter changing its previous stand that I had released the same to the media. In fact, the 

telephone conversation which was initiated by the Bureau Chief of the New Indian Express  on 

18th November 2014 has been reduced in writing by me and given to the Secretary, DoPT, the 

CVC and the Hon’ble Lokayukta and  I give the relevant portion again below for your ready 

reference though already I have mentioned this in my 19th November 2014 letter: 

Dear Mr Rajashekhara, 

I am writing this to place on record after you spoke to me over phone at about 8 pm 

today 

1.    You on your own contacted me at about 8 pm from Ph No 80822869999 

2.    You informed me that you are speaking to me in connection with the news item 

regarding Sri Mir Anees Ahmed. You told me that you have received a letter from 

Sri Mir Anees Ahmed and that he has got permission from the Government to sue 

me. You also informed me that he has enclosed a 6 page confidential letter he had 

written on 8th June 2008 to the then Chief Secretary Sri Sudhakar Rao. You sought 

my reaction to the points contained in the letter. 

3.    You confirmed that you have received the letter I sent you in which among other 

things I had clearly stated that I had not released any letter to any media including 

your newspaper 

4.    During this phone conversation, you expressed that you were sorry for your 

newspaper for wrongly reporting today that I had released a letter to the media. You 

also told me that you were annoyed with your subordinate officers for that mistake. 

I made it clear that in 2007 also I faced problems for wrong reporting by another 

newspaper. I demanded that you must clarify this in your newspaper tomorrow 

5.    I asked you to confirm the exact date of letter supposed to have been written by 

Sri Mir Anees Ahmed to the then Chief Secretary . You confirmed that it was written 

in June 2008. When I again asked you to confirm it, you confirmed that the letter 

was written in June 2008. I informed you that I reported for duty in KAT only on 20th 

October 2008 and that I was in CADA, Belgaum as Administrator on 8th June 2008. 

You were surprised. I again asked you to confirm the date and you confirmed that 

the letter was written in June 2008 
 

10. It is highly relevant to mention here how the corrupt IAS mafia throttled my efforts in 2007 

when I was appointed as Regional Commissioner, Bangalore. The purpose for which I was 

posted as Regional Commissioner becomes clear from the file noting made by the then Principal 

Secretary, Revenue Department.  
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I have reproduced the UO Note below taken under the RTI act in File No. RD/896/PRS/2007 

dated 2/1/2007 by the then Principal Secretary, Revenue Department, Sri. S.M.Jaamdar sent to 

the Chief Secretary, with copies to the Principal Secretary to CM, the Secretary to CM and the 

Secretary, DPAR, regarding filling up of the post of Regional Commissioner, Bangalore.  

 

Confirmation of our  telephone talk today (2.1.2007 ) regarding posting 

of Special officer cum Regional Commissioner, Bangalore, this note 

is sent. The post of Regional Commissioner, Bangalore has remained 

vacant w.e.f. 30.11.2006 on the retirement of Sri.Sadashiviaiah. If the 

massive and complicated exercise of removal of encroachment of 

government lands in and around Bangalore city and Bangalore 

(Urban) district is to be executed efficiently and effectively, we require 

an able and honest officer to be incharge of it. It could be possible if 

Sri M.N. Vijaya Kumar presently under transfer as Regional 

Commissioner, Gulbarga is posted to that post. It is requested that he 

be posted as Regional Commissioner, Bangalore and Ex-officio 

Special officer incharge of Special Enforcement Cell to remove 

encroachments in government lands in Bangalore (Urban) District by 

modifying his posting to Gulbarga Regional Commissioner, Gulbarga. 

 

11.   After I took charge, within less than 3 weeks I was transferred out. Within the short time, I 

was able to get details about benami purchase of lands by wives of two IAS officers, one has 

since retired and the other is still in Service. It is pertinent to mention that the retired officer’s 

house was raided by the CBI and the corruption report I had given against both these officers 

have been made to disappear by none other than the previous Chief Secretary. I also got a private 

house in which fake government orders relating to land were being written raided and video-

graphed. Instead of taking action against all those involved in such illegal activities to grab land, 

I was transferred within less than 24 hours after the raid and I was not even allowed to enter my 

office as another officer had assumed charge to prevent me from accessing the highly 

incriminating documentary evidences I had collected about benami purchases of lands by wives 

of senior IAS officers. No wonder that Sri Meer Anees Ahmed who was Registrar, KAT and had 

helped such land grabbers has been specifically chosen as Special DC to recover grabbed 

government land. If the Chief Secretary or  anyone of the IAS officers working in your office and 

in the DPAR  had brought to your  notice my letters written to the government from October 2008 

to August 2009, then, let alone posting Sri Meer Anees Ahmed as Special DC, action would have 

been initiated to dismiss him from the Service itself. Unfortunately, nothing of that sort happened 

and on the other hand, I have been targeted for my efforts to prevent a known sympathizer of 

land mafia from occupying such an important position. It is very hard to believe that you never 
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wanted to know the antecedents of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed at least about the posts he held which 

dealt with lands, particularly when you have repeatedly assured the people of Karnataka that 

however mighty the land grabbers may be, appropriate action would be taken not only to recover 

the land but also to punish those who were involved in it. In fact, if you are genuinely interested 

in punishing those who facilitated land grabbing, you would have cancelled the posting given to 

Sri Meer Anees Ahmed and would have initiated both disciplinary and criminal proceedings 

against him (The recent statement released by Sri Meer Anees Ahmed with the permission 

of the government to disclose the confidential letter written by him against me that too on 

a date I had not even joined the KAT confirms that he alone is responsible for stealing and 

destroying documents I had collected during the hearing about the KAT Registry’s direct 

involvement with the land mafia when he was the Registrar, KAT. I would be filing a 

complaint with the police against him for stealing important documents containing more 

than 500 instances of land related illegalities. I would be also filing a complaint against 

him for stealing an important gadget I was using for my safety). He himself had admitted to 

the Press that he wrote to the government to transfer me out of KAT (though an officer senior to 

me was the Chairman at that time ) because he knew very well that continuing me in KAT would  

have exposed his role in more number of cases to help the land mafia. It is relevant to give below 

an extract from my letter dated 1st Jan 2009 addressed to the Chief Secretary: 

The same case which resulted in my transfer from Regional Commissioner, Bangalore as I had 

got documents pertaining to benami purchase of 7 acres land each by two of those officers, 

showing less than 30 lakhs per acre when the market value was more than Rs 3 crores. To 

prevent me from getting those documents another officer was hurriedly asked to assume charge. 

This happened two days after I raided a private person’s residence in which all revenue court 

orders were being written. I had got the raid video graphed and sent to the Revenue Department 

immediately. What is very pathetic is that as member of the KAT, I have to hear appeals 

against such orders. I have subtly mentioned about these in my orders 

 

12. It is extremely tragic that you chose to give permission to sue me ignoring all my previous  

 

requests to give me an opportunity to directly 

inform you how If you continue to support Sri 

Meer Anees Ahmed by only listening to the 

corrupt IAS mafia surrounding you, then it 

would send a totally wrong signal about what 

you publicly promise about recovering the 

grabbed government land and punishing 

those involved in such criminal activities. 
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As  I had read  the above in the New Indian Express on  16th  Nov 2014 about your refusal to 

meet Smt. V.Rashmi even after she was brutally attacked, I got a message that you would never 

give an opportunity to me also. Otherwise, I would have personally forced myself into your 

chamber and would have convinced you with evidences available in DPAR itself, how unfair it 

was for you to permit a corrupt officer like Sri Meer Anees Ahmed to sue me instead of removing 

him from the post. The very fact I am writing this letter indicates that you have not taken 

action to cancel the transfer order of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed in spite he himself 

demonstrating through the media his expertise in fabricating documents.  

 

13. I would like to mention one more effort of mine which made the Central Empowered 

Committee appointed by the Supreme Court of India to hold the Chief Secretary and other senior 

IAS officers in the government responsible for illegal mining in the State of Orissa. Unfortunately,  

my many letters to various heads of the department about involvement of senior IAS officers 

including Chief Secretaries in illegal mining in Karnataka were suppressed from the Central 

Empowered Committee (just like evidences available about the corrupt acts of Sri Meer Anees 

Ahmed has been suppressed from you). When I learnt that all my letters given were suppressed, 

then I started sending such letters directly to the Central Empowered Committee appointed by 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India about the involvement of senior officers including the Chief 

Secretary. Luckily, at last the Central Empowered Committee understood what I was trying to 

communicate to them and in the case of investigating illegal mining in Orissa, they have come to 

the conclusion that the Chief Secretary and other senior officers in the government are directly 

responsible for allowing illegal mining.  My letter dated 6th November 2013 documents the role 

directly played by Sri Kaushik Mukherjee in promoting illegal mining in Karnataka when he was 

Principal Secretary, Forest department and later ACS. In Kempaiah’s case, Immediately after he 

was chosen as advisor to the Home Minister, I listed evidences and names of witnesses to prove 

criminal and corrupt activities indulged by Sri Kempaiah  while he was in Service. When a news 

item appeared about Sri Kempaiah Sri Kaushik Mukherjee informed the newspaper as Sri 

Kempaiah was only an advisor , his antecedents were not verified as he was not expected to 

write anything on files. Since as advisor, Sri Kempaiah has been accessing very critical files, 

such a reply by Sri Kaushik Mukherjee shows that he supports mafia style functioning in the 

government. I do not know what excuse Sri Kaushik Mukherjee will fabricate ignoring 

innumerable evidences against Sri Meer Anees Ahmed’s involvement with land mafia. Though 

DPAR is fully aware of the video evidence about Sri BS.Ramprasad shielding another IAS 

officer’s involvement in an attempt to murder an official, the same was suppressed. Sri 

BS.Ramprasad involvement in illegal mining which was produced before the Central Empowered 

Committee appointed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court was also suppressed by the DPAR to enable 

him to be posted as advisor, SIT in Lokayukta for investigating and taking action against those 

involved in illegal mining. I had given letters to the government protesting the appointment of 

these two officers with bad antecedents to such important posts. In the same way, I objected 
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immediately after reading about the posting of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed mentioning his bad 

antecedents which I myself had extensively documented. If any of the letters I had written to the 

government had been brought to your notice by any of the officers to whom I had given copies, 

then, in the case of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed, you would not have taken such hasty decisions. On 

the other hand, such a decision with lightning speed to permit a corrupt officer like Sri Meer Anees 

Ahmed to sue me has been taken by you and it sends a totally contradictory message to what 

you inform public through the media about taking action against the land grabbers. 

 

 14. It is extremely hard to even believe that you who administered the anti-corruption 

pledge to all of us on 27th October 2014 would allow a corrupt officer like Sri Meer Anees 

Ahmed to sue me for strictly acting as per the pledge you administered. It is unfortunate 

that you totally forgot the oath you yourself administered a few weeks earlier and found it fit to 

support a corrupt officer as it is impossible for the Chief Secretary to have taken such a serious 

decision without your approval. Any government which claims to be really concerned about 

getting back the grabbed government lands that too by the very powerful in the society would 

have appreciated my initiative to place facts to prevent further support to the land mafia. But the 

corrupt IAS mafia took control once again and  demonstrated that they are in support of the land 

mafia as some of them have not only allowed land grabbing but also have grabbed land 

themselves and posting an officer who had demonstrated his extreme sympathy for land mafia 

was in their interest. It is unfortunate that as Chief Minister, you have allowed them to succeed in 

their effort ignoring all my letters directly given to you. In fact shortly I am going to make 

available to those groups who have been protesting against land grabbers, some 

important documentary evidences (including an order passed by Bench when I was in 

KAT) showing benami purchase of agricultural lands by the wife of a retired Chief 

Secretary  

 

 15. I draw your attention to my letters dated 6th June 2013, 23rd Jan 2014, 9th July 2014 and 28th 

Oct 2014 directly addressed to you. I also wrote many letters to many officers including Sri DN 

Narasimha Raju, IAS working directly under you to bring to your notice the issues raised by me 

having public interest and the criminal obstructions I am facing to address those issues as 

required by my present official duties. The extreme inhuman and barbaric methods adopted by 

these officers to prevent me from performing my present duties would totally make anyone 

wonder why you encourage such officers to continue to obstruct me.  It is extremely painful to 

mention here that you did not also take any action as has been specifically mandated by the AIS 

Rules even after reminding you in writing. I would like to place on record the fact that you have 

absolutely no discretionary power to ignore this (most probably the public servant having such a 

responsibility may not follow that rule only if he is physically incapacitated in any manner or if he 

has ceased to hold the position as required by law. Both of this are not true in your case.). It is 

extremely agonizing to place on record that you did not make even a single effort to stop officers 
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who have been criminally conspiring to criminally obstruct me to prevent me from discharging my 

present official duties. It is even more extremely agonizing to place on record that you did not 

give me (a very senior IAS officer) even a single opportunity for the last nearly one and half year 

period to elaborate with shocking evidences what I have already given to you directly. It is under 

such extremely vicious environment created by all those who criminally conspired and you 

repeatedly ignoring all my requests directly made (and sent through other officers) which have 

forced me to write this ultimate letter to you in this unpleasant manner. 

 

16. If my past experiences are any indication, then, Sri DN Narasimha Raju, ACS in your office, 

though I ask  2014, him to bring my letters  to your notice, does not do so. In my letter dated 19th 

Nov I have again clearly mentioned about the totally unfair enquiry into totally ridiculous charges. 

The bribing of the consultant to give a unfair enquiry report ignoring all evidences and 

witnesses (I myself have not been given the full report) is so obnoxious that DoPT till today 

even after nearly three years is unable to take any decision against me .The only decision 

DoPT can take is against the very officers who framed the baseless charges and  against 

the consultant who took bribe to give such an obnoxious report. It is no wonder that the 

corrupt IAS mafia has been successful in stalling DoPT from taking that decision. It is extremely 

unfortunate that you never gave me opportunity and listened only to what the corrupt IAS mafia 

told you and  you wrongly clubbed my name with other corrupt officers while giving a reply on the 

floor of the House. Unfortunately though you assured the House you would take action 

against Sri Meer Anees Ahmed for his failure to file property returns within time, you have 

now chosen to reward him while punishing me for acting purely as demanded by the Core 

Values of my Service by allowing him to sue me.  

 

17. In this connection, I welcome the suggestion made by Sri PB Mahishi to put my enquiry 

report in its entirety on the DPAR website as I myself have not been provided with the 

complete enquiry report. In fact the documents provided by me during the enquiry into totally 

baseless and extremely ridiculous charges show how the corrupt IAS mafia ignore all law to 

protect one another. To create awareness among the citizens as to what level the corrupt 

IAS mafia has stooped to post an officer like Sri Meer Anees Ahmed, who  supported the 

land mafia,  all letters written by me from October 2008 to August 2009 available with DPAR 

and KAT should also be put on the website. This would show the criminal conspiracy by 

the corrupt IAS mafia’s  brazen suppression of voluminous facts to get your approval at 

lightning speed to embolden a corrupt officer Sri Mir Anees Ahmed to sue me. 

 

18. I may be getting a wrong impression about you for you not giving me a single opportunity to 

place facts available with me, in particular about my present posting. Sri SV.Ranganath, the 

previous Chief Secretary though had got me relieved  from the post of Chairman, KSMBL without 

DPAR issuing any transfer order, deliberately ignored the approval later given by the then Chief 
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Minister Sri BS Yediyurappa on 16th December 2010, particularly for giving a posting by 

recognizing  the expertise  I had to simplify various laws to help the citizens. Sri SV.Ranganath 

deliberately ignored the approval given by the then Chief Minister in December 2010 and kept 

me without posting till 7th March  2011 to deny me salary and to humiliate me.  On the day I wrote 

to the Cabinet Secretary and to the Hon’ble President of India about my plight for refusing to 

compromise with corruption, on the same day Sri SV.Ranganath issued the transfer order to the 

post I am presently holding i.e to prepare a Department Enquiry Manual. What is extremely 

horrifying is the fact that Sri SV.Ranganath forged the signature of the then Chief Minister 

Sri BS.Yediyurappa and modified the posting approved for me by the Chief Minister in 

December 2010. Later I learnt that during the period when Sri BS Yediyurappa was facing 

serious problems which ultimately led to his resignation, Sri SV.Ranganath got removed 

the sheets containing the forged signature of BS Yediyurappa after I filed a complaint with 

the Police on 11/3/2011 giving details about the criminal conspiracy behind the posting 

order which was revealed to me by none other than an official working in the Chief 

Secretary’s office itself on 8/3/2011 while I was in the Chief Secretary’s office . I WAS 

CAUTIONED BY THAT OFFICIAL TO BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL AS THE POSTING WAS 

NOT DONE TO GET ANY MANUAL PREPARED AT ALL BUT TO PHYSICALLY FINISH ME 

OFF BY PUSHING ME OUT OF THE 21ST FLOOR OF THE VV TOWER AND TO MAKE IT 

APPEAR LIKE A SUICIDE. That is where even today my office is located and I am forced to 

work in an extremely dangerous location in spite of requesting several times in writing for 

changing the location of my office. After two years of filing many complaints, a police officer finally 

visited my office and was very shocked and advised me against even using a lift without police 

escort. It is no wonder that the police officer himself was transferred out and the officers who 

came after him have not bothered about my safety and I have been making my own arrangements 

to keep myself alive.  As was informed to me on 8/3/2011 that I was never posted to get any 

Manual prepared has been till today confirmed by the fact that since March 2011 in spite of all 

my efforts, neither a single information sought by me to perform my duties nor even the bare 

minimum staff required to perform my duties has been provided by DPAR. Only extremely corrupt 

officers like Sri SV.Ranganath and Sri Kaushik Mukherjee can justify such deliberate denial of 

information and staff to me. I used RTI Act to get information by filing more than 1000 

applications. Unfortunately, DPAR has not given information sought under RTI also which are 

needed to perform my present duties.  

 

19. For the first time in India , the central government made it mandatory for AIS officers 

to declare both movable and immovable asset details on par with judges and elected 

representatives and fixed 15th September 2014 as the deadline. The percentage of honest 

IAS officers is extremely low becomes clear from the fact that out of 4619 IAS officers 311 

IAS officers declared their movable an immovable properties within time. This works out 

to less than 7%. Assuming that another 10% had some problems in uploading their assets, 
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it still means more than 80% IAS officers have something to hide. This is further confirmed 

by the pressure put by the IAS lobby to exempt wives of IAS officers from making their assets 

public and succeeding in getting the last date extended till Dec 2014. It means majority of the IAS 

officers prefer to look other way to serious corrupt practices going all around them for illegal 

personal gains. It is natural for any honest officer succeeding any corrupt officer to notice 

innumerable omissions and commissions by their predecessors causing huge loss to the 

public. I also noticed many such grave omissions and commissions and have been reporting to 

government. As majority of IAS officers do not do any such thing, the few IAS officers who act as 

per their conduct Rules are targeted. Not following the corrupt conduct of majority IAS officers 

becomes a major misconduct by itself. If an officer fails to fall in line with the majority, in spite of 

putting more than 20 years of Service, then such an officer has to be kept away from handling 

any important office. This is exactly what has happened to me since 2006. I have noticed other 

few honest officers who have put in more than 15 to 20 years of Service also facing similar 

problems. The percentage of honest officers in Karnataka which is being repeatedly branded as 

the most corrupt State of the country certainly has lesser percentage of honest IAS officers. Land 

grabbing and illegal mining are the only two major scams extensively documented on the initiative 

of the government itself. In and around Bangalore alone, the value of the land grabbed exceeds 

Rs. 1,00,000 lakh crores. Any officer chosen to get back such valuable land grabbed by mighty 

people in the society should have proved his integrity beyond doubt throughout his career. While 

I understand the problem faced by you in getting honest IAS officers even for such works, it does 

not help if a corrupt officer  known for his nexus with land mafia is chosen ignoring all available 

facts against him. My extensive documentation from October 2008 to August 2009 clearly 

bring out the fact that Sri Meer Anees Ahmed went out of the way to help the land mafia 

and as such he should not have been even considered for conferring IAS, let alone for an 

important office to recover government land in and around Bangalore. It is appropriate to 

mention what Sri PS Appu wrote about the IAS  

 

   Fawning sycophants, often lacking in ability and integrity but, of course gifted with a 

plastic conscience and a malleable back-bone, get appointed to key posts. Sometimes 

able, upright and dedicated public servants are deliberately kept, out of such positions; 

occasionally, upright men are even harassed by frequent transfers and other devices… If 

administrative machinery in our country is to be rendered safe for our children, the 

Services must give a better account of themselves by standing up for the basic values of 

an honest and efficient administration. This alone can resurrect the peoples lost faith once 

again in our Services.     PS Appu 

 

20. I would like to mention here that I have made every effort to come out with methods and tools 

to fight corruption at high levels as informed to the Chief Secretary as early as in 2005. My real 

fight against the corrupt is yet to start. In fact, the Departmental Enquiry Manual prepared by 
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me is 75 % complete. The remaining 25 % has not been written because of the stubborn 

resistance by corrupt officers in DPAR to give even a single information sought by me as 

mentioned earlier. My Manual is unique in the entire country because it addresses two 

major issues which have not been addressed in any Enquiry Manual prepared in the 

country so far. The first one is conducting enquiry against all those involved in major scams (If 

this part of the Manual already available had been followed while initiating enquiry against officials 

involved in illegal mining, then the brazen role played by Sri Kaushik Mukherjee in promoting 

illegal mining in Karnataka would have come to light long back and he would have been sent to 

jail long back and could have never become the Chief Secretary and consequently corrupt officers 

like Sri Meer Anees Ahmed could never have been given such an important positions ). The 

other part of my manual addresses preventing harassment of honest officials who blow 

whistle in the ruse of inquiry. Starting from preliminary enquiry, I have given details as to who 

should be involved and how it has to be done. As per that, Sri Kaushik Mukherjee not acting on 

my letter dated 13th November 2014 and not acting on the report given by Smt V.Rashmi for 

months together would themselves amount to serious misconduct. Further Sri Kaushik Mukherjee 

asking Sri Vijaya Bhaskar to examine the report given by her when Sri Vijay Bhaskar himself had 

totally failed to prevent many scams of similar type that had come to his notice in the Rural 

Development Institute shows the total depravity promoted by the corrupt IAS mafia. The 

resistance to give information to me from DPAR to finalize the manual is because they do not 

want to punish but protect senior IAS officers involved in major scams.   

 

21. My letter dated 6/11/2013 contains some of the very serious corrupt activities of Sri Kaushik 

Mukherjee and I have sanction to criminally prosecute him (and Sri DN Narasimharaju also) as 

per the judgment of Hon’ble Supreme Court dated 31/1/2012. The fact that I have sanction to 

criminally prosecute these two offices has not been denied by the present Secretary, DoPT and 

his predecessor. As I want the government machinery itself to initiate the proceedings as I have 

got sanction as a part of performing my present duties, I have been using every method to make 

the Principal Secretary, Law Department to act. As my documentations reveal, the present 

Principal Secretary, Law department is too afraid of the corrupt IAS mafia like his 

predecessor and has so far refused to initiate any action though duty bound.  During this 

period of waiting for the law department to act, I have documented many more instances of Sri 

Kaushik Mukherjee’s mafia style functioning to protect the corrupt and promote corruption. 

Allowing Sri Meer Anees Ahmed to produce before the media the so-called confidential 

report written against me more than 128 days before even I joined the KAT is just one 

more such example. Providing Sri Meer Anees Ahmed a copy of the letter written by another 

corrupt retired IAS officer Sri PB Mahishi (when it had no connection whatsoever with the case 

concerned) to strengthen his baseless  case against me only confirms that the corrupt IAS mafia 

includes retired IAS officers also. On the other hand, let alone producing the letters I wrote during 

October 2008 to August 2009 about the support given by the KAT Registry to the land mafia, 
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even my letter given earlier in the morning on 18th Nov 2014 has been suppressed to help Sri 

Meer Anees Ahmed get permission to sue me shows how the corrupt IAS mafia goes out of the 

way to protect another corrupt officer. No wonder that the same Kaushik Mukherjee never opened 

his mouth when Smt V. Rashmi was brutally attacked. On the other hand, much earlier, he and 

other IAS officers publicly announced legal support to Smt Shamim Banu after she was arrested 

for her role in illegal mining. The fact that Hon’ble High Court of Karnataka seriously objected to 

the initiative taken by Kaushik Mukherjee and others is known to all. As can be seen the pattern 

of supporting the corrupt and harassing the honest has once again been demonstrated.  

 

22. I had raised serious objection against including Sri PB Mahishi in the Justice Padmaraj 

Committee because of innumerable corrupt acts noticed not just by me but also by the CBI,  the 

PAC, the Hon’ble High Court for misusing  BDA (he escaped contempt proceedings initiated by 

Hon’ble High Court by filing false affidavits suppressing police complaints pending against him 

and innumerable complaints against him for misappropriation of crores of rupess of public 

money). DPAR to make him a Member of the Justice Padmaraj Committee suppressed the fact 

that Sri PB Mahishi himself obtained a site under discretionary quota from the BDA by making 

wrong representation.  As can be expected from such an unscrupulous corrupt officer, Sri 

PB Mahishi sabotaged the very Committee by improperly guiding the other retired 

Justices to protect himself and many others. If DPAR had brought the letters written by 

me to remove Sri PB Mahishi from that Committee to the notice of the Hon’ble Chief 

Minister, not only time and money would have been saved but a proper report would have 

been prepared much earlier. Unfortunately what has happened by choosing Sri PB 

Mahishi is again being forced upon by the corrupt IAS mafia in respect of getting back 

land grabbed by the powerful people. It is keeping such things in mind that I wrote my letter 

dated 13th Nov 2014 to cancel the posting of Sri Meer Anees Ahmed to prevent creation of a 

situation which is worse than what was created by Special Deputy Commissioners earlier and 

leading to Hon’ble High Court directing the government to abolish those posts. The results of 

such postings is there for everybody to see but only one Special DC who indulged in such things 

is in jail while most of the others against I had given report have been promoted and conferred 

with IAS. As everybody knows prevention is not only better than cure but is very easy to carry out 

and costs least to the government. It is for this reason, whenever officers whose corrupt practices 

I have directly observed and reported to government are considered for critical posts, I have 

protested by sending the already documented evidence against them. Till 2009, I was able to 

prevent such corrupt officers from getting important positions. In respect of Sri Meer Anees 

Ahmed also, as I had documented his corrupt practices and reported to government, I sent my 

letter dated 13th Nov 2014 to the government. Principal Secretary, DPAR should at least now 

place before you all the letters written by me to the Chief Secretary from October 2008 to August 

2009 which certainly have been suppressed at the time of giving the present posting to Sri Meer 

Anees Ahmed. 
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23. Considering the fact that attempts were made on my life when corrupt practices of senior IAS 

offices were reported in the past and as can be seen from my letters to the Home Department, 

even now I face threats from the powerful people, whose corrupt activities I have reported, I will 

be initiating criminal proceedings against you (if you fail to take action as demanded by me )only 

after taking minimum measures for our safety. It is very relevant to mention here the fact that I 

am living within 100mts radius of some of the corrupt IAS mafia. As I have been repeatedly 

informing the government, except protecting our life, I am not at all bothered about losing any 

other thing in my fight against the corrupt IAS mafia.  

 

24. It was not at all difficult for you to have taken action to set right the damage done by 

Sri Kaushik Mukherjee and other officers in DPAR in giving sanction to release a 

fabricated document by Sri Meer Anees Ahmed. It is unfortunate that you have chosen not to 

do so even after I wrote my letters dated  18th and 19th November 2014. Though it may appear 

very premature , I would like to emphatically state that the day will come when you will regret for 

acting on the advice of the corrupt IAS mafia if you continue to ignore what I have been directly 

informing you in my letters to you since June 2013 , including this one. I also want to mention 

that on such a day none of the corrupt officers on whose advice you have been acting today will 

standby you.   

 

25. In the light of the above, I demand you to: 

 

1.  Grant me permission to sue as per the criminal law all those who criminally conspired to 

defame me. The officers who criminally conspired along with Sri Mir Anees Ahmed are 

the following:1. Sri Kaushik Mukherjee, IAS, Chief Secretary, 2. Sri DN Narasimha Raju, 

IAS, ACS, Chief Minister’s Secretariat, 3. Dr EV Ramana Reddy, IAS, Principal Secretary, 

DPAR, 4. Dr Bagadi Gautam, IAS, Deputy Secretary, DPAR (Services) and 5. Sri UH 

Narayana Swamy, Under Secretary, DPAR (Services I).  My  letters dated 18th Nov 2014 

and 19th Nov 2014 throw light on their conspiracy 

2.  Initiate criminal proceedings on all those officers who have been criminally conspiring 

against me by criminally obstructing me to prevent me from discharging my present official 

duties. The officers directly involved in this criminal conspiracy include: 1. Sri Kaushik 

Mukherjee, IAS, Chief Secretary, 2. Sri SV Ranganath(retired Chief Secretary), 3.Sri DN 

Narasimha Raju, IAS, ACS, Chief Minister’s Secretariat, 4. Dr EV Ramana Reddy, IAS, 

Principal Secretary, DPAR, 5. Sri KR Srinivasa (former Secretary, DPAR), 6. Sri Sanjiv 

Kumar(former Principal Secretary, DPAR),7. Dr Bagadi Gautam, IAS, Deputy Secretary, 

DPAR (Services), 8. Sri M T Reju, IAS, former Deputy Secretary, DPAR (Services), 9. Sri 

Ujwal Kumar Ghosh, former Deputy Secretary, DPAR (Services), 10. Sri UH Narayana 
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Swamy, Under Secretary, DPAR (Services I) and Sri KG Anantha, retired Under 

Secretary, DPAR (Services I).  

3. Remove Sri Kaushik Mukherjee from the post of Chief Secretary  

4. Cancel the posting order given to Sri Meer Anees Ahmed  

 

I once again sincerely apologize for writing this letter in this manner 

 

Thanking You,                                                                   Yours Sincerely 

 

                                                                                          (MN VIJAYAKUMAR)       

Hon’ble Sri Siddaramiah, 

Chief Minister,  

Vidhana Soudha, Bangalore 

Photocopy in sealed cover to:  1.Hon’ble Justice Sri Y Bhaskara Rao, Karnataka 

Lokayukta, MS Building, Bangalore, for information  

2. Sri Sanjay Kothari, Secretary, DoP&T, North Block, New Delhi 110 001 for immediate 

necessary action on my letter dated 1st March 2012 (BY RPAD). 

3. Sri LK Pachau, IPS, DGP, Bangalore for necessary action. I will be filing complaints 

with the Vidhana soudha Police Station against Sri Mir Anees Ahmed for stealing 

important documents and gadget as he has publicly admitted in writing his hand in 

getting me transferred out of KAT. In view of the nature of the content of this letter, 

I demand him to take all suitable measures to protect me and my family members 

4. Sri DN Narasimha Raju, IAS, ACS,Chief Minister’s Secretariat, Vidhana Soudha, 

Bangalore to properly brief the Hon’ble Chief Minister today itself to prevent further 

embarrassment to the Hon’ble Chief Minister 

5. All Additional Chief Secretaries – for ???   

6. Dr EV Ramana Reddy, IAS, Principal Secretary, DPAR, Vidhana Soudha, Bangalore. 

He is directed to place all letters addressed by me to the Chief Secretary from 20th Oct 

2008 to 10th Aug 2009 before the Hon’ble Chief Minister.  He is also directed to send 

copies indicated to the Advocate General 

7. Sri KC Chengappa, Principal Secretary, Law Department, Vidhana Soudha, Bangalore 

for necessary action  

8. Pro Ravi Verma Kumar, Advocate General, GOK, Bangalore. He is requested to go 

through this letter. I also request him to please obtain my earlier letters dated 13th Nov 

2014, 18th Nov 2014 and 19th Nov 2014 and advice the Hon’ble Chief Minister suitably. 


